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introduction

Málaga is unique from its continental part to the coast. This province
is beautiful from inside and outside: it is natural, full of life, traditions
and different cultures. It is hospitable, cosmopolitan and open to
everybody. This is what our Málaga is like, a proud province than can
be rural as well as international and full of magical corners.
From this paradise, with more than three hundred sunny days a
year, where we all enjoy natural goodness, we invite you now to observe this land from a different perspective in order to discover new
sensations and experiences, that is to say, new ‘Unique Corners’.
These are places that generate not only images in your memory
but also experiences and feelings that last forever; locations that let
you follow your instincts, and stand out for its special beauty and
distinguishing qualities. We cannot ignore that Málaga is the second
most-mountainous province in Spain, and that its geographical features make of it a unique spot. There are 7, 306 square kilometres
of space which is undiscovered and which we will try to reveal in all
its beauty.
The Tourism and Territory Promotion Department of Málaga County
Council is stimulating this new initiative due to its belief and dedication to the province, and in order to make known some of the unique
parts of this heterogeneous territory with plenty of possibilities and
sensations. We have no intention of early planning and boasting
about it. This is a latest commitment to tourism as our main industry,
and we are willing to innovate, create and recreate options that strive
for excellence and quality.
There is no doubt that there are plenty of undiscovered ‘Unique Corners’. Therefore we invite you to discover and fall in love with them.
Feel them, live them and make them yours!
Representative of the Tourism and Territory Promotion Department.

Download Costa del Sol Málaga,
the tourism app of the Province of
Malaga and start enjoying it.
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interpretation

In this publication, we include the first section of some of the Unique
Corners that we can find and benefit from in our province.
These are the places that convey sensations and provide new experiences.
Nevertheless, the visitor has to understand that this publication is not
a trail guide. This is because, although the charts of every Corner
contain a brief description of the place, in plenty of cases, users
must choose their own itinerary, in quest of experiences as if they
were involved in a treasure hunt. Some of the Corners are easy to
approach, but there are those which are hidden and have a more
difficult access. Our website (www.malaga.es/turismo) offers a number of photos, information related to every of the Corners, and places you can discover on your way to them. Furthermore, QR codes
on the index cards permit the access to additional information.
We used our Corners as an excuse to make visitors go across beautiful and peculiar landscapes in search for their prize, although we
are sure that every part of the trails will bring them something special.
We need to recall two main features. Firstly, the Corners are alive, that
is to say that they change during the year. The leaves change their
colour, and the water flow, and the chromatic scale of the fields gets
different. The air you breathe will vary and your perception of the surrounding area will depend on the season you choose for your trip.
Secondly, you will walk through nature, which we ought to look after,
keep it clean and respect it as well as its plant and animal life. Follow
the indications along the tracks and do not leave them. You should
also use proper equipment. All this information can be found on the
webpage of the Great Málaga Path (www.gransendademalaga.es)
in the section named ‘Practical Information’ (Información práctica).
If you want to add a visit to any of the small towns or villages from
these surroundings to your route, you can do it beforehand thanks
to our County Council tourist website (www.malaga.es/turismo), or
through our APP Costa del Sol Málaga that can be downloaded for
free as well, using the QR code indicated above.

Carlos Vasserot
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Follow your senses!
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Maple from Monpellier

El Tornillo, el Sombrerillo, la Esfinge, el Camello, la Jarra, la Aguja,
los Binoculares, el Macetón, el Tótem, etc. (the Screw, Cap, Sphinx,
Camel, Jar, Needle, Binoculars, Big Flowerpot, Totem) are some of
the figures you can observe in the rocky forest of the nature reserve
Torcal de Antequera, not a memory game. The environment is so
extraordinary that it seems to be taken from another planet, and it
was proclaimed Natural Beauty Spot in 1989.
The Maple form Monpellier appears among a natural huddle that
lives on 20 square kilometres. There are more than 664 species of
plants, such as: ferns, holm oaks, gall oaks, maples, honeysuckles,
blackberries, wild roses, orchids, etc., and 116 animal classes like
mammals, birds, reptiles, insects, and among them foxes, wild
goats, rabbits, weasels, griffon vultures, eagle owls, little owls,
lizards, small lizards, snakes and adders.
The Torcal Mountains soak up water. When it is raining, the ground
absorbs the water that feeds animals and plant life and gets inside it
up to thirteen natural spouts.
Among many rocky figures that rise proudly from the Torcal, there
is the Sphinx in the higher part of the mountain that looks like a
woman’s profile.
Furthermore, on the right side of a so-called Green Route, there is
maybe the only shelter from the burning sun in Torcal de Antequera.
This is Maple from Montpellier, which is nine metres high and a metre
and a half wide, and its top creates a shadow for more than grateful
hikers, which is a hundred metres square.
Geologists, specialists, visitors and the maple tree enthusiasts
recognize its genuine and unique features and admire its dimensions
and its exceptional trunk.
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Leisure Area in La
Fuentesanta

The Leisure Area in La Fuentesanta is part of the Natural Park the
Sierra de las Nieves and represents one of the most symbolic
places of the Province of Málaga due to its beauty and variety.
Its location is especially attractive for tourists because of many
reasons. For instance, there is the Cortijo de La Fuensanta (the
Farmhouse of La Fuensanta) named after an old flour mill from the
18th century that can be found here.
The mill used water from a stream behind the building. The
abundance of water ensures rich vegetation on the river bank with
poplar grove. As a result, the place offers delightful countryside,
together with cultural and historical values, and creates perfect
atmosphere for rest, leisure and recreation along numerous trails in
the Sierra de las Nieves.
You can start your journey in the Town of El Burgo, rich in history
that began with Celts who created the town. Further on, there were
Carthaginian towers and the period of its strategic importance during
Romans due to its position between Acinipo and Málaga.
Moreover, this land was important during the Arabs conquest of
the town as evidenced by the ruins of the King Don Pedro’s castle.
As result of this rich heritage, tourists can visit the Church of the
Incarnation (La Encarnación) from the 15th century, and the Convent
of Our Lady of the Snows (Nuestra Señora de Las Nieves) from the
16th century.
The stroll from el Burgo to the Leisure Area is very pleasant due to
the landscape filled with dense pine wood and gorgeous centuryold olive groves.
That is the beginning of a lovely excursion with the first hotspot at
the Leisure Area of La Fuentesanta. Hikers and cyclists should start
their adventure in the countryside at the farmhouse or la Fuentesanta
stream.
A beautiful four kilometres long route goes through the Puerto de
Los Lobos (Mountain Pass of the Wolves) towards El Burgo, and
embraces exceptional environment in this unique land full of peculiar
and distinguishing corners.
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El Alcázar Leisure Area

The mountains in the Nature Parks of the Sierra de Tejeda, Almijara
and Alhama cover more than 40, 000 hectares and represent a
natural border between Málaga and Granada.
This beauty spot is the part of mountainous routes that can be done
on foot towards the famous top Maroma, which is 2, 068 metres
high, has excellent possibilities, and is the highest in Axarquía.
This Leisure Area in the Municipality of Alcaucín has multiple uses
that include meals, camping sites, or games, and facilities with
showers, tables, cookers and game space for public and free use.
It is placed on the river bank of the Alcaucín. Small waterfalls at the
beginning of the river flow and wealthy plant life around it make this
exceptional place attractive for visitors.
Moreover, the leisure area has drinking water, toilets and showers
in a vast camping site, which is six kilometres away from the town.
In nice weather, from Maroma, you can see Africa and the Sierra
Nevada on the horizon. This is a unique, relaxing and pleasant
experience that allows you to see geographical features of the
environment and employ all your senses.
Some metres further on, an impressive gorge opens the stream
and connects it with reservoir Viñuela. The best way to contemplate
natural beauties that surround this gorge is from the viewpoint
beside the trail. There you can take pleasure in silent and relaxing
view of the scenery.
The view embraces beautiful forms created by erosion in rocks,
surrounding mountains or the river bed. Nature lovers enjoy the
challenge that climbing Maroma suppose, so it became a real
attraction.
All in all, this is a perfect place to recover your strength among holm
oak woods, fig trees, olive orchards, walnut trees, cypresses and
cedars.
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Barranco Blanco (White
Ravine)

The stroll to Barranco Blanco from Alhaurían el Grande o Coín can
be an impressive and relaxing moment, which plenty of visitors end
with an enjoyable swim in its pools.
Plant and animal life. It is proclaimed the Site of Community
Importance (SCI) by the EU because of a kind of red mullet in
danger of extinction and sea otters that live in its streams. These are
particularly interesting species that can only be found in pure waters.
The water flow of this tributary of the Fuengirola River is permanent
thanks to the water source it has in the Mountains of Mijas.
The river as well flows in the underground through limestone
mountains, and reaches the surface when it gets in touch with
peridot rocks, a very peculiar kind of magma rocks, which are quite
common in the Province of Málaga. Due to its impermeability, they
make the water get to the surface, enriching the plant life in the zone
called the Fountain (La Fuente).
Barranco Blanco is named after its white limestone rocks, which
are contrasts to the surrounding vegetation (carob tree, willows,
junipers, pines, wild vineyards, and plenty of honeysuckles, climbing
plants that are to be avoided because they might harm you).
Although nobody expects it and it is quite surprising, there is one
of the most extraordinary beauty spots in the affluent nature of the
Province of Málaga. Deep pools and cold waters, invite you to have
a swim and relax, contemplating the environment.
The pools are crystal-clear due to the clean water flow of its river,
which is short but intense. The pure river that goes along rocky and
slippery terrain appeals to tourists that look for a rustic, sheer, but
peculiar scenery.
The trail is slightly difficult but rewarding, and the surrounding quite
welcoming. This part of Coín, in the direction of Alhaurín el Grande,
is an absolutely unique piece of land: in the middle of forests and
the mountains of Sierra de las Nieves and with the River Alaminos
flowing through its fertile land.
This stream, part of the river Fuengirola, characterized by a torrent
and high waterfalls, honours the nature and its own name Barranco
Blanco, a place that is worth visiting, enjoying and contemplating,
and that should be protected. Start your quest, and soak yourself
in the depths of the ravine perfumed with the smell of citrus fruit, so
typical for this paradisaical land.
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Nevero (Snowfield) and
Gall Oak Forest

The town of Parauta looks over Genal Valley from a privileged location
such as the Serranía de Ronda. Here we have a real environmental
variety and the contrast between the hills covered in chestnut, holm
oak and olive trees and the rocky mounds.
This territory enters into the Nature Park Sierra de las Nieves, which
was proclaimed Biosphere Reserve because of its ecological value,
and where the stars are Spanish fir, gall and holm oaks. Beauty spots
like Conejeras (Rabbit Hutches), La Nava de San Luis (the Valley of
St Lewis) or Los Quejigales (the name for a gall oaks area) are some
of its natural treasures. Moreover, in the Sierra de las Nieves, we can
find Spanish fir of Parauta that grows on the side of Alcojona Hill at
an altitude of 1, 440 metres.
Parauta was designated ‘Ecological Municipality’ thanks to its
attitude towards the environment and sustainable development. The
gall oak, evergreen oak or oak from Valencia is a kind of medium
size tree, round 20 metres high, and very typical of Mediterranean
climate in North Africa or the Iberian Peninsula. This indigenous
species from Mediterranean forests flourishes in April or May, almost
always before holm oaks. Its acorns ripen and the seed is scattered
in September or October.
The gall oak is similar to the holm oak, although less dense and
deciduous. Its leaves have light green face and pale green reverse
side, and its margins are slightly toothed and sometimes sharp. Its
flowers are very plain, gathered in groups around a hanging catkin.
The fruit is a velvety acorn covered by oval flakes, above all on the
back.
The area with gall oaks provides an absolutely delightful sight.
Here is a habitat of wild goats, wild boars, roe deers and rabbits.
There are also big quantities of Spanish firs and gall oaks. The Nature
Park Sierra de las Nieves enters into different parts of the province:
Guadalhorce Valley, the Serranía de Ronda and the Costa del Sol.
Curious land formations and extraordinary surrounding make of it an
idyllic territory.
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Maro Waterfall

The best panoramic view of this waterfall is from the sea. We get
closer to the cliffs of Nerja and to its rocks that seem to be falling
down, and we get nearer to unbelievable places washed by
waves. Torrents of freshwater drop of its cliffs right into the salty
Mediterranean Sea.
Behind a giant rock, Maro Waterfall (la Cascada de Maro) falls
down from an altitude of 15 metres and drops roughly into the sea.
Therefore, approaching it in a kayak or canoe, and going through
these imposing torrents while getting splashed by water is an
incredible experience.
Due to the power of torrents and immense water flow, it is impossible
to go through the waterfall in spring. Once you are there, it is easy
to get spellbound by the water and that thunderous sound. It is very
high from the top of the cliff to the sea level, and the look from the
bottom makes the waterfall very imposing.
The waterfall comes from the Caves of Nerja and via the Stream
Sanguino or the Stream Camplillo. This is one of the treasures
hidden in the Nature Beauty Spot of the Cliffs of Maro and Cerro
Gordo hill. The unique combination of the sea and the mountains
creates an atmosphere that resembles myths and legends and
awakes imagination.
Out to sea, there are caves and steep bottom with plenty of plant life,
and a big variety of sea animals.
This new distinction named ‘Unique Corners’ appreciate important
places that are of environmental, historical and cultural interest and
possess natural beauty. Therefore, Maro Waterfall deserves to be
one of them due to its incredible attractiveness. This tourist hotspot
is located between the beaches of Maro and the beach La Caleta,
and can be observed from a boat in the sea.
La Cala de Maro (Maro’s Cove) is one of the best beaches
in Andalusia with pure water, easy access and impeccable
surroundings. It is only few kilometres away from Nerja and offers a
mixture of pebbled and sandy zones fifty metres long and 20 metres
wide. This picturesque beach in the Town of Nerja, is hidden behind
cliffs, farms and it can be seen out of an old Arab watchtower.
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Faterfalls of the River
Turrón

The Province of Málaga has all in one: sun, water, nature, peculiar
terrain, mountains, sea or rivers.
The Town of EL Burgo is 25 kilometres away from Ronda, 49 from
Marbella and 71 from Málaga City. The River Turón, a tributary of
the Guadalhorce, at its source at the place called la Fuentesanta
and the Sierra de las Nieves, is named the River of El Burgo. Along
some 40 kilometres, it flows between the Mountains of El Burgo and
Orrtegícar on the left side, and the mountain ranges Prieta, Cabrilla
and Alcaparaín on the right side. Afterwards, it flows into Conde de
Guadalhorce Reservoir, close to the neighbour Town of Ardales.
Near the crossroads between Ardales and Casarabonela, at the
beauty spot of the Stream Blanquillo, you can find the waterfall of
the Turón, whose flow changes depending on the season and rain
heaviness.
The most prominent species of this pure river are carps, barbels,
ducks, herons, native crabs and even otters.
The most important tributaries of the Turón are the streams La
Fuentesanta, Sopalmito, Requena, Botera, Corralero, Mediocampo,
los Membrillos, the Stream of Acebuche, of La Cañada, El Bujerrillo,
of the Ravine El Macho, Creek of Los Hircajos, the Stream of Los
Lobos, Blanquilla, Cantarrana or of La Doncella.
The Viewpoint of the Forest Guard (Mirador del Guarda Forestal),
Natural Monument and Viewpoint at The Turón Riverbed, is 900
metres above sea level and represents an exceptional terrain
at northern border of the Nature Park of the Sierra de las Nieves,
where it makes a hillock, creating an extraordinary picture in the
countryside. From this hillock, the rich source of the River Turón can
be seen, and its leafy slopes, which offer varied landscape covered
in forests of Spanish fir, evergreen and maritime pine woods, oak
forest, and juniper and turpentine tree woods.
Over the rough and chalky land, waters of the Turón shelter animal
life formed by carps, barbels, ducks, herons, native crabs and
otters. In the past, the mountains in Grazalema and Ronda were
shelters of bandits who were outlaws, like the famous Pasos Largos
born in El Burgo.
On the top of the mountain, there is a statue that was placed there
in 1977 on the centenary of the creation of the Forest Guard. From
the viewpoint you can contemplate other features of the white hilly
Town of El Burgo, such as Lifa Valley of the Tagus, snowy tops of
the Pilones and the Cabrillas Mountains, the ruins of the Monastery
Virgen de las Nieves or the waterfall and mill of La Fuensanta.
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Charco del Moro (Moorish
Pool)

Moorish Pool is a kind of spring beside Canyon of the Vultures (Cañón
de las Buitreras), and close to the Municipality of El Colmenar, which
can be accessed from an asphalt forest road that starts at Cortes
de la Frontera, or from the main road of the province, coming from
the Town of Gaucín.
This stream is one of the most important water sources of the
Guadiaro River, although its course is quite unknown. What is sure is
that it flows through a gorgeous territory, and that it got classified and
designated as ‘Natural Monument’ by the Andalusian Government.
After a short walk along a path created for this purpose you will
approach this beauty spot. The winding path starts at a hydroelectric
power station and goes upstream between the river and a railway,
avoiding holes on the valley floor.
After two and a half kilometres, you will get to a wider part of the river
flow called Charco del Moro (Moorish Pool), where a narrow canyon
with steep walls, some of them 100 metres high, rises up.
Moorish Pool and its path towards Canyon of the Vultures compose
one of the most special places of tourist offer of the Province of
Málaga. At the concealed spot of Angosturas del Guadiaro and
three kilometres away from the railway station of Gaucín, there is this
natural monument, an attraction of inland tourism which is getting
more and more popular.
The Municipality of Cortes de la Frontera, famous for cork
production, was colonized by Phoenicians, Muslims, Jews, and,
finally, Christians. Cork mining is the main and age-old source of
incomes for the inhabitants of this small town.
In conclusion, all these delights of the area convey joy and splendor.
There are oak forests, views of the mountain ranges Macizo de
Líbar, the Sierras de los Pinos (Pine Mountains), and the Mountains
of Blanquilla, Palo, and Benaoján. Running water, buds of a rich plant
life, and lushness around the spring, all together, have participated
in the creation of this marvelous spot that can win the heart of any
tourist.
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Cueva del Gato (Gato
Cave)

Hundidero-Gato is ten kilometres long and quite wide, and it
comprises one of the most complex pot-hole systems in Andalusia.
The beauty and difficulties of this cavity have attracted interest
of speleologists and adventure sport lovers all over the world.
Unfortunately, it also became the place of many accidents. The
southern part of this cave system is Cueva del Gato.
Inside the cavity, hanging bridges, paths, and electricity system were
built, and some galleries were closed with concrete. Nevertheless,
due to the water flow, these works, as well as the building of a dam,
were abandoned.
In the area with fossils, there are huge formations, and generally the
size of all elements of the cave system is imposing. There are areas
with fossils that are abandoned because of torrential rain and others
which are open to visitors depending on the weather.
Moreover, there are bat colonies that hibernate here. Beautiful calcite
formations are hanging on the high ceiling. During some periods of
year, the river flow at the bottom makes it impossible for specialist to
follow on from that place. In the cave system Hundidero-Gato water
is collected in a big basin.
Cueva del Gato is placed between the towns of Montejaque and
Benaoján, more or less 15 kilometres away from Ronda. The same
as in the entire Sierra Grazalema (The Grazalema Mountain Range),
there is a karstic area of limestone rocks where waters built an
incredible underworld.
Inside the cave, there are many long lagoons and the wind is strong
inside the galleries. Water forms a pool in one big hall, and further on
it falls down abruptly and at high speed along a narrow channel. At
the end of the way, there is a light that comes from the entrance of
the cave, and the river continues flowing. Then it creates a beautiful
lake, and further on it meets the Guadiaro River.
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Cueva del Hundidero
(Hundidero Cave)

This cave is as well impressive. It is placed at the border of the
province, at the bottom of a gorge where the Guaduares and
Campobuche Rivers flow, and it is more than 50 metres high.
Above it, there is a road that goes from Grazalema to the Municipalities
of Benaoján and Montejaque in the Province of Málaga. The river
goes through mountains and it reappears in Cueva del Gato, some
four kilometres away from the entrance to the cave.
Both caves, Hundidero and Gato, form a unique and genuine
hydrogeological system, composed by galleries with entrance in
Hundidero Cave (in the small town of Montejaque) and the exite
Cueva del Gato in Benaoján. Approximately 60 % of these galleries
are registered in the Town of Montejaque.
At the entrance of the gorge, a dam was built in 1920’s in order to
stop torrential waters. Recently, stone stairs have been built so the
access to the dam would be easier.
Considering that karstic terrain with dolomite and limestone rocks
that went through weathering process is very permeable, rainwater
disappears from the surface after few days through a drain system
at the bottom of a reservoir. A building company installed this system
in order to see where the water goes.
Once they had found the gallery that used to be filled up by torrential
rain, they covered it with concrete. Nevertheless, water found another
entrance, and the dam was abandoned. The existence of this
reservoir made the water flow even more unpredictable because, at
the beginning of the system, there is no water but, little by little, the
water flow gets bigger and its itinerary can become uncontrollable.
The reservoir formed a gorgeous valley that can be observed while
walking down lovely paths surrounded by greenery and bushes.
Water levels in the reservoir are marked on a rocky spur. On the way
round the overflow points of this old dam, you can spot a stream that
goes to the bottom of the gorge, and meets the Guadares River until
it gets closed in Cueva de Hundidero. All in all, you will be able to
enjoy a real treasure of the countryside at one of the borders of the
Province of Málaga.
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Artola Dunes and La Torre
de Los Ladrones (Thieves
Tower)

One of the most extraordinary natural beauties of Marbella, so
famous for its glamour and jet-set, can be find among exclusive and
beautiful beaches with crystal-clear water in the area of Cabopino, at
the border with Mijas.
Famous for its luxurious and expensive tourism and known as the
jewel of Southern Spain – Marbella is also home to hidden places
such as Artola Dunes and its famous tower Torre de los Ladrones.
This Heritage of Cultural Interest is made over the square base and,
as we know today, comes from the Roman period.
The dunes were made by the northeast wind. Coastal draughts
brought piles of sand that created more than 20 kilometres long
chain of protuberances.
There are three types of dunes on this peculiar territory. In one
group are ‘dunes on the beach’, another group are ‘mobile dunes’
which involve certain movement and are covered in plants, and we
have so-called ‘still fossils’ in a wide pine forest, which suffer less
changes. These dunes shelter the only nudist beach of the zone.
This spot offers an uncommon natural beauty display, which is far
away from the urban coastal zone. The Tower de los Ladrones is a
kind of a watchtower placed at Artola Dunes beside Cabopino Port.
It is named ‘de Ladrones’ (Thieves Tower) because of its defense
fortifications called ‘ladroneras’, and was one of the protection
towers on Andalusian coastline.
The beach of Artola Dunes, which is a protected area with gentle
waves on a superbly arranged coast, connects sand and vegetation
as the part of delightful scenery. On the way down to the beach you
will find many deck chairs to enjoy the peace far away from the port
and beach restaurants.
Grey sand and clear shallow water complete this joyful scenery of
dunes and pine woods, creating rustic atmosphere on a wild beach
for nudists. Nevertheless, here on the Dunes, you can find many
other places adapted to other tastes and tourist profiles.
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Cortijo de Auta (Auta Farm)
and Fuente del Borbollón
(Borbollón Fountain)

Auta farm is an important site of historical interest in Afarnatejo at
the upper reaches of the River De La Cueva (Cave River). It has
geological and biological significance as well. In Auta Valley you can
find small caves that belonged to a monastic Mozarabic community.
Nowadays, Auta farmhouse is placed on the foundation of an old
Arab fortress, Auta Castle, which was built over the ruins of a Roman
villa. During Christians’ period, this fortress was changed into a flour
mill. Strangely, even today you can see the remains of activities in
the mill.
Water used to be brought from the nearby River De La Cueva to a
canyon on the edge of a massif. The river flow used to fall down off
it fast enough to move the mill that was right below. The farm is at a
magnificent place surrounded by immense natural beauty.
Further on, along the path of Alfarnate, you will come across a
spacious area with a Punic necropolis, behind which the route
changes its course towards the source of the River De La Cueva.
This spot is known as Borbollón Fountain where you can find a
system for a water supply of the neighbour Municipality of Riogordo.
Some fifteen metres away from that spot, along the pass between
Auta Farm and Borbollón Fountain, there is a small rocky depression
with the ruins of a necropolis with anthropomorphic sculptures,
probably from the 9th or 10th century. There are round twenty tombs
excavated on a small hillock. These open tombs are carved on the
rock and are no more than one and a half metres deep.
Alfarnatejo borders on the Municipality of Alfarnate to the north and
east, on Periana and Riogordo to the south, and on Colmenar to the
west. Here we suggest following the route that goes through dense
holm oak forest up to Auta Farm where this rough mountainous
scenery transforms into smooth areas of fields combined with
terraced gardens and orchards.
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Escalera Arabe (Arab
Strairs)

The Arab Stairs have been known from the beginning of the
20th century, although there is no evidence that can confirm the
correctness of their name.
This outstanding work of mankind in a form of stairs allows us to
climb the central part of the Castillones Mountains. They provide
alternative way to the one around a long limestone wall, giving
access to Cortijo de Can Pedrero (Can Pedrero Ranch).
The stairs, which were made thanks to interruptions on the walls,
consist of nearly three hundred stairs of different shapes and
dimensions. They are carved in rocks or made by the rocks and
stones from that place, and they make this steep side of the
mountain more or less accessible for people or animals.
The route that includes the stairs goes from the railway station in the
village el Chorro (The Spurt), and 400 metres later it connects to the
other route called Haza del Río, which is indicated.
This is a wide way that goes uphill through a replanted pine forest.
During the climbing, the views of the horizon and panorama
surrounded by Aleppo pine trees get more and more beautiful.
On the way to the top, you can survey a reservoir and its dam. A
hydroelectric power station seems to be carved on it, and only its
chimney can be seen behind the Sierra de la Pizarra (the Pizarra
Mountains) in the area Mesa de Villaverde.
The views along the route are extraordinary. The uphill part of the way
can be done along the path Haza del Río or the Arab Stairs, but the
way down is towards El Chorro due to the steep terrain.
The experience you get from climbing is incredible due to all
these delightful cliffs that can be seen. You will be overwhelmed
with emotions from the very beginning of the way and during the
immersion in the Aleppo pine forest.
An uphill road with signs GR-7 leads to the Mountain Pass of
Flandes. It goes past the ruins of an old quarry that was used in
building the Reservoir La Encantada (Enchanted One) and gets to
the Arab Stairs.
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Chorrera de Balastar
(Balastar Waterfall)

The surrounding of Faraján is bursting with holm oaks, cork oaks,
chestnut trees, pines woods, the remains of some traditional growing
such as olive and almond trees, as well as vineyards, orchards and
fertile plains linked to the river bank.
Balastar Waterfall is placed to the northeast of the old town, half a
kilometer away from the village. The access way to it starts in Main
Street of the village, before arriving at Andalusia Square.
The waterfall is ten metres high, and it is formed thanks to the river
overflow on the terraced zones close to the source of the Balastar
River. This beauty spot is rich in water because of its stream.
Moreover, there are many irrigation channels, made during Muslim
period, which are used for watering horticultural gardens. At the end
of the access path, there are the ruins of an old water mill. Under it,
beside the waterfall, a small rest area was made in the shade of a
walnut tree.
This whole area is ideal for trekking, and one of the routes goes uphill
for some three kilometres to the Peak of Romeral. From it you can
contemplate Celtic ruins and a Roman wall.
The same area includes a narrow downward slope that leads to a
beauty spot of Las Chorreras, where two high waterfalls that come
from the Balastar Stream can be seen. Next to these two waterfalls,
an old Arab mill ruins can be found, as well as some irrigation
channels and canalization dug in the rocks.
A peaceful journey to this place is livened up by a dense plant life,
numerous gardens and orchards, above all with lemon, orange,
pomegranate, kiwi, avocado, peach, plum and cherry trees in a lush
Genal Valley.
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Pico de la Concha (Shell /
Concha Peak)

The Sierra Blanca is a mountain range on the coast, between Costa
del Sol and the Sierra de las Nieves, and the Municipalities Istán,
Ojén, Marbella and Monda. It is named after the lack of vegetation
on its grey rocks.
Concha Peak is 1, 215 metres above sea level and it got its name
due to its shape that resembles a shell when it is looked at from
the west. Its vegetation includes chestnut, cherry, fern, olive, small
replanted Spanish fir, Aleppo pine, insignis or radiata pine, and
maritime pine trees.
Animals you can find here are golden eagles, Bonelli’s eagles,
snakes, goshawks, peregrine falcons, griffon vulture, genets,
badgers, wild goats, roe deers, beech or stone martens, foxes, wild
boars and rabbits.
The views over the Costa del Sol, its beaches, and close towns from
the peak are exceptional. On sunny days with the west wind, you
can as well see Giblartar, Africa’s coast and the Atlas Mountains.
A very steep southern slope of Concha Peak stretches down to the
sea and Marbella Town with a drop of more than thousand metres.
You can admire rocks and sunshades, sunny sky, and the lordly,
distant, powerful and gorgeous peak that rises up so high.
The route we suggest includes thirteen and a half kilometres of
path that goes from Refugio de Juanar (Juanar Shelter) to Concha
Peak. It spreads among hillocks and mounts of the Sierra Blanca
(the Blanca Mountains), the Salto de Lobo (Wolf’s Jump Peak) or
Lastonar Hill until you reach Concha Peak.
There can be seen a famous Cruz de Juanar (Juanar cross), just
in front of a small chapel in honour of Virgen del Carmen (Our Lady
of Carmen), patroness of sailors. It is said that some sailors were
coming back to the coast after fishing, but a storm made their
compass useless and they could neither see well their way to the
port. So they started to pray to the Lady of Carmen to ask her for
help. This is when a peak appeared out of nothing and they were
able to find their way back home and save their lives. This is why
sailors decided to make an iron cross from the wreckage of their
ship and honour this divine sea rescue.
Finally, this peak is an exceptional natural viewpoint in the centre of
the Costa del Sol.
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Spanish Fir of Las
Escaleteras (the Stairs)

This Spanish Fir in Parauta, in the Sierra de las Nieves Nature Park,
and from the family of firs, has become a long-lived witness of the
last centuries. It is named after the shape of its access - stone
panels that resemble stairs.
Excellent weather conditions in the Serranía de Ronda, frequent rains,
as well as many northward shaded slopes, have always allowed
the growth of this Spanish fir on this peculiar territory of Málaga. No
doubt, this is an exclusive species and a real botanic jewel.
The most beautiful and the widest Spanish firs can be found in the
Sierra de las Nieves. Nevertheless, the Fir of las Escaleteras attracts
everybody’s attention, above all, because of its dimensions. Its
height is between 20 and 30 metres and it is equal to a five floors
building; the width of its trunk is about five metres, that is to say that
three people would be necessary to hug it, and its spectacular top is
more than 200 metres square. Therefore, it is catalogued as unique
and distinctive.
It is thought that it is about 350 or 550 years old, so it had already
existed when Chrisians conquered this land and during the activities
of the bandits from these mountains.
This specimen went through many ups and downs. It could have
been cut and used for carbon, it could have been affected by some
plague or fire or arson. Nevertheless, there it is today, healthy and
able to continue being witness of our history.
The most common access to this area is from the west of the Sierra
de las Nieves, along the road that connects Ronda with San Pedro
de Alcántara, and then along the trail that leads to the area of gall oak
forest between Istán and Tolox. Few kilometres away from that spot,
the way to this outstanding tree is indicated.
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Plazoleta de García Lorca
(Small Square García
Lorca)

The nature beauty spot Reales de Sierra de Bermeja occupies 1,236
hectares that are protected and situated on the area where the
towns Estepona, Genalguacil and Casares converge. The greatest
part although belongs to Genalguacil.
Walking through the Reales de Sierra Bermeja means going deeper
inside a marvellous pine tree landscape melted into the red colour
of the rocks that give these mountains their name and make them
different from the white limestone mountains Sierra de la Nieve and
the Sierra Blanca. Their grounds constitute the largest extension of
peridot rocks in the world and there is the only Spanish fir forest that
grows over this unique rock.
The Spanish fir path starts at the mountain shelter on the peak of
Los Reales at a height of 1,260 metres. Here hikers go deeper into
the magic fir path that is the southernmost point in entire Europe. Its
distribution is limited by some Mediterranean mountains in the south
of the Iberian Peninsula and the Rif.
When you arrive at Plazoleta de García Lorca you can rest marvelling
ravines and streams. On a ceramic panel on a small stonewall, you
will discover a poem written by Federico García Lorca from 1919
dedicated to the Spanish firs: “Trees! Have you been arrows falling
down of the blue? What terrible warriors threw you? Were they stars?
Your music comes from the soul of the birds. From the eyes of the
God, from the perfect passion. Trees! Shall your rough roots get to
know my heart on Earth?”
This place with a winding but beautiful access rewards the visitor, as
well as this entire territory, which has always been a unique corner.
The Museum of Contemporary Art collects the history of its brilliant
and traditional art. Every two years the ‘Art Encounters’ (Encuentros
de Arte) are celebrated in Genalguacil. During this event groups of
artists carry out and give their artistic creations to the village. These
are later exhibit in the streets of the town.
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Tajo de los Molinos (The
Targus of the mills)

About three kilometres from Teba a surprising limestone canon
arises. It is called Targus of the Mills and among the townsfolk of
Teba it is also known as ‘Tajo de Torró’.
The gorge was formed during the immersion of chalky seabeds in
the Jurassic Era. Further on, the action of water and, above all, the
River Venta that flows through the gorge caused the formation of
caves and caverns in this area. The most important among them is
the ‘Dove’s cave’ (Las Palomas).
Because of its abrupt path, it is convenient to pay attention while you
are walking through this part of the area. Bird lovers can enjoy this
natural crevice, where you can observe different species of birds
which became - doubtlessly - landlords of this interior space.
On its walls, there are the entrances of various caves, among
them ‘The Doves’, which stands out as the only one that has been
inhabited since prehistory.
The fact that the river is sometimes polluted cannot erase the great
value of its amazing flora. Enormous birds of prey, such as griffon
vultures, Egyptian vultures and a surprising diversity of night birds
share this cave with a colony of bats.
In the presence of wild goats, which tramp around the gorge to drink
during the summer, fan palms, rosemary, asparagus, olive trees and
orchids stand out.
In the depths of the Tagus we can discover a ruined mill. The water
entered into the machinery and was moved by turbines that ground
the grain. The existence of these mill wheels is evidence of their
reality and it explains their name. Being a nature milestone, it is
included into the Mills Route (Teba - Torró - Las Pilas) among other
beautiful landscapes.
Beautiful landscapes linked to interesting archaeological sites of
immense tradition, sources, strange geological formations or its
huge ensemble of milestones that nature donated to the lands of
Teba, complete what is valued in this territory.
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Torca de Mollina (The
Depression of Mollina)

In geological terms a depression is a circular hollow with craggy
borderlines on its territory. These different types of caverns are both
chasms, but can be differentiated in two types: the first group has
got very craggy and abrupt walls, meanwhile the second is smoother
and without any slopes.
The mountains of the Sierra de la Camorra extend within the
municipal borders of Mollina, an important natural spot, whose
highest peak is 780 meters high. This mountain range of eight
square kilometres shows a rounded relief and is lightly covered by
dense vegetation, Mediterranean brushwood and other scrub land.
This is what makes discovering entrances to the cavern so difficult.
The lower level is repopulated with pine trees and on its fields olive
trees and vineyards are dominating.
Formed of limestone and dolomite stone from the Jurassic Era, the
Sierra de la Camorra is enclosed by the so-called ‘Beatic Range’
(Cordillera Bética) in its external areas. Its situation is privileged.
On perfect days you can see five provinces from its highest peak:
Cadiz, Cordoba, Granada, Malaga and Seville.
The dense vegetation and wide spread fauna define a territory that
is perfect for hiking. Thirty caves with difficult access stand out. Most
of them are on private property and of great speleological interest,
such as the ‘Organs of the Mortar’ (Órganos del Almirez), the ‘Fig
tree’ (La Higuera), the ‘Soldier’s Chasm’ (La Sima del Soldado),
the ‘Small Rose’ (La Rosa Chica), the ‘Rooks’ (La Grajas) or the
‘Swineherd’s Shelter’ (El Abrigo de los Porqueros).
Among the caves that were inhabited in the Neolithic, important
archaeological remains were found, for example in the caves La
Goteras and La Higuera, and cave paintings representing human
figures in the cave Abrigo de los Porqueros. A big depression
was also discovered among the dense vegetation and a special
microclimate.
Habitat inside the cave. This is a big depression with a diameter of
75 metres and an average depth of 16 metres. On the east wall a
shelter of 32 metres length with an entrance of 37 meters of width
and 10 metres height was found. Inside, some archaeological
materials were discovered. Not many items were found, but due
to their intact surface, they are very significant. Therefore, among
twenty ceramic fragments, some decorated in the typical Andalusian
style ‘a la amagra’ and others with lines of choppy dots, cords with
incisions and furthermore a high quality marble bracelet, decorated
with eight grooves with a red paste, were found.
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El Águila de los Riscos
(The Eagle of the Crags)

The Crags (Los Riscos) is a great mountainous region with a variety
of bizarre and original forms, some of them looking like animals or
humans, like in the case of The Eagle named after its resemblance
to this raptor.
Between the districts of Júzcar and Cartajima, in the middle of the
mountainous region Sierra del Oreganal, inside the Serranía de
Ronda, on the Western slope of Malaga Province and over 1,400
metres above sea level, this enormous rock statue arises. In the
north, it is marked out by the plateau of Ronda; in the east, by the
Sierra de la Nieve mountains; in the south, by the mountains Sierra
Bermeja and, in the west, by the Guadiaro Valley.
Among its different and peculiar fauna we can find finches,
blackbirds, starlings, hoopoes and black wheatears, as well as
some species of birds of prey such as Bonelli’s eagles and Eurasian
eagle owls. Sometimes we can even observe scavengers such as
the griffon vulture. Therefore, there is a great seductive variety for bird
lovers to watch.
Being one of the wettest areas in entire Andalusia, this zone has
the benefit of superior rainfalls, and short but cold and icy winters
opposite to its hot summers. The average of annual rainfall is high
in this area of the Genal Valley. For that reason, this is the perfect
habitat for falcons, badgers, wild boars, rabbits and foxes. In this
‘documentary’ casting, reptiles are not missing, and among them:
geckos, lizards, small lizards, snakes or vipers.
The meagre and faceless territory includes brushwood gorse,
brooms, esparto grass, destroyed holm oaks, thistle, cotton thistle
or typical aromatic plants such as thyme, rosemary and laurel.
After the expulsion of Moorish in 1570, Júzcar was repopulated and
today it renews and re-establishes its friendly and pleasant spirit,
representing itself as the blue Smurf village. In Júzcar, the houses
of these small blue creatures are recreated. This strategy was a
valuable publicity not only in Spain, but also at international level.
This rock formation adorns the entire path and between its vast
chestnut forests, visitors can enjoy a truly recommended and
genuine route full of sensations. This peculiar landscape can boast
to be cherished and protected by Los Riscos and its singular eagle.
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El Puente de los
Alemanes (The German
Bridge)

In the Eastern surroundings of the National park Los Acornocales,
a bridge arises between two villages, Benarrabá and Benalauría,
and Cortes de la Frontera. Among the delights of the mountainous
region Serranía de Ronda and its rich patrimony, the German Bridge
is situated, mingling with the shadows of the spectacular ‘Natural
Monument’ Canyon of the Vultures (Cañon de los Buitres).
Its vertical walls of more than a hundred meters, duplicated in the
gorge, are surprising. The River Guadiaro with its incessant and
silent action has worked out this narrow gorge over the limestones,
which are giving the mountainous region of Ronda and Grazalema
its form.
The erosive power of the river and its high index of rainfall formed
twisted corridors in breathtaking holes. These footprints of amazing
karstic landscapes are worth seeing. The appearance of certain
altitude differences, which must be overcome by the river, caused
magnificent waterfalls and incredibly beautiful landscape.
In the surroundings of the canyon, holm oaks, junipers, mastics and
carob trees appear. However, the species that calls attention is the
Mediterranean fan palm, the only palm that originally comes from
the European continent. This palm tree has certain similarities with
the most exotic species of that family and those that are higher than
two metres.
The name of the canyon has not been chosen by chance. Misfortune
is a natural product. In its rough holes, an important colony of griffon
vultures nests. You can enjoy observing birds like stock doves, rock
doves or white-throated dippers. Furthermore, this is also natural
habitat of the otter.
The human race has created a landscape full of different
constructions, such as tunnels and bridges for the railway line from
Algeciras to Ronda. This is how a barrage or a conduction of water
called the German Bridge was made, enmeshing its visitors. This
bridge leads over a sixty meters deep ravine and is situated at one
of the most picturesque places of the province.
In the second part of the year all kinds of canyoning are permitted.
It is also very pleasant to go on a hiking trip along the path next to
the Guadiaro River. Marveling two enormous walls of natural rock
that feed the gorge Los Buitreras or having a bath in the outstanding
Moorish Pool (Charco del Moro) gives us those positive impressions
that only nature can give us.
However, we have to cross the German Bridge to get to the other
mountain chain and cover the distance of 50 meters of altitude to
arrive at the river bed called azud. A pool or drinking trough, the
Casa del Conde (Count’s Mansion) appears in front of us. Nothing
is far any more. Use your senses. The German bridge: a bridge
towards life!
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Acequia del Molino (Mill
Irregation Channel)

This medieval irrigation channel used to supply with water a flour mill
that is in ruins today. It flows along the banks of the River Turón. The
river is called El Burgo from its source until the town, when it gets its
new name, pure waters and a lush bank. The small town of El Burgo
could not exist without the river that made of it a farming town whose
industry depends on the power of water and mills. Nowadays, it also
provides it with drinking water.
Today, there are the ruins of an old channel, which led water to the
old water mill called at first Flour Factory, and later The Factory of
Salvador. There used to be four flour mills in El Burgo (The Fuensanta
Mill, The Mill of Salvador, and two more in Los Bujeos).
The trail that starts at the Acequia del Molino allows us to enjoy
beautiful views of the River Turón, its fish and turtles. There is, as
well, the gorgeous landscape that stretches from the top of the
mountains Sierra de la Cabrilla or the Sierra Prieta to their bottom.
The town of El Burgo lies on the 591 metres high hill that is the
entrance to the Serranía de Ronda (the Ronda Mountains), coming
from the Valley of Guadalorce and the town of Antequera.
The fortress of El Burgo was the stronghold during the defense of
this area in the rebellion of Omar Ben Hafsún, Muladi leader from
Málaga.
At the top of the town, the fortress ruins reveal their Muslim origin.
The wall ruins can still be seen. There is the church Nuestra Señora
de la Encarnación (Our Lady of the Incarnation), built in 1498 next
to the castle, as the most important architectural achievement of the
town.
The lower part of the town shows Christian influence on urban
architectural structures. Recently, new buildings have shown that its
growth follows modern urban and planned development.
The Acequia del Molino embraces a complex mixture of cultures,
which converts it into a peculiar area of tourist interest.
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Baños de la Hedionda
(Hedionda Baths)

This spa is inside a squared closed space with six meters long
sides, one sphere vault and two barrel vaults. Water goes through
the whole space: there are Roman baths, renovated by Arabs, with
water that is rich in sulphurous and iron.
Arabs changed the framework of the baths due to changes in the
water flow. They broaden their walls and took the pipes to the surface.
The baths are on the right side of the Stream Albarrán. The materials
that were used during the building are whitewash, concrete, stones
and double or triple solid brick rows.
The area that contains baths is proclaimed Heritage of Cultural
Interest. It is a historic milestone of the town due to its important
cultural role performed from a magnificent location that teems with
activities and human creations.
The legend says it was built by Julius Caesar when he was serving
as a praetor. Trying to relieve a herpetic illness in these waters, he
ordered the construction of the baths. It is certain that his troops had
a bath there while they were waiting to confront Pompey`s army and
they found it could heel skin diseases.
Nevertheless, there are many more legends about the baths that
aim to give answer to their origins. Was it magic or faith? It is said
that, when Santiago expelled a demon who lived in those waters, his
last breath gave them a sulphurous smell. This legend was retold by
plenty of authors.
The most popular assumption has historical background. In 61 BC,
Roman troops based in that area were waiting for the battle with
Pompey. As they were suffering from scabies, they tried to get relief
in those pools. Nevertheless, most of stories tell that the one who
was responsible for building the baths was Julius Caesar himself,
who got healed there. The research seems to confirm the Roman
origin, although there were some changes in the original structure
of the baths.
What is sure is that whenever the town of Casares had been
mentioned, even in the old treatises on geography, the healing
properties of the Hedionda Spa and its marvelous location were
pointed out.
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Barbacana (The Barbican)
and Molinos del Tajo (the
Mills of the Tagus)

There is a barbican hidden in the beautiful surrounding of Ronda.
This is a medieval retaining structure; a fortified gateway that served
as an outer defense to a tower, castle or any other fortification, which
was situated over a gate or a bridge, and steady enough to be used
for defensive purposes.
That is how it is defined. Behind the west walls of Ronda, its two
preserved gates (the Wind Gate and the Mill Gate of the Arch of
Christ) make an inner space that was considered albacar (space
used for keeping cattle). Nevertheless, its steep form and its
closeness to the Mill of the Tagus make us believe that the wall was
used to protect the access to the mentioned mills.
Behind a mud wall, there is a pebbled path, laid out over the drystone base with a peculiar zip shape, which aim is to make the steep
terrain easier to access.
There are fourteen mills that depend on one irrigation channel
placed on the other side of the bridge of the Tagus, starting from a
river bed dam called azud. Their origins are Arabic, and they were
used until the first half of the 20th century. The mills are one of the
most interesting ethnographic buildings in the Serranía de Ronda
due to their water pipe system, milling and other particular features.
The mills are in bad condition, considering that they were taken to
pieces during the installation of the first of hydraulics power factories
that provided Ronda with electricity. Due to a landslide in 1919, three
of the mills got under the ground together with their residents.
Today, after the works that were done to make the access more
approachable, you can go for an enjoyable stroll, as in many other
places of this area. The view over the Tagus, vegetable gardens
and woods on the bank of Guadalevín, or the imposing geological
structure of the vertical walls, make the stroll down to the Arch of
Christ worth the effort, although the way back is uphill, something
typical for Ronda.
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Mozarabic Basilica and
Bobastro Ruins

Mozarabic church in the form of a cave stands out from the rest of
archaeological medieval monuments from the 9th and 10th century
on this location. It has a plan of basilica, three naves and horseshoe
arches. It was caved in a rock round 917 AD and connected to a
hermitical convent.
It was discovered by F. J. Somonet in 1869 and excavated by G. de
Mergelina in 1927. Bobastro was designed and built by Omar Ibn
Hafsún at an unassailable place that was the centre of operations in
the war against the Emirate of Córdoba.
Although the temple is the most famous part of this complex, the
site includes as well the surroundings of ‘Las mesas de Villaverde’,
which is the name of this place. Next to it, there is a rocky temple
and a small quarry.
Thanks to its location and uniqueness, this complex is considered
to be a Heritage of Cultural Interest. The Bobastro ruins are of great
historic and tourist value.
The basilica has three naves, a rectangular form and it is canonically
pointed eastwards. The central nave is little wider than the side
aisles. There is a transept which is as broad as the naves, and three
apses with squared sides. The central apse has a horseshoe form,
which slightly crosses the lines of the rectangular plan.
The entrance to the apses and the sections had door posts and
ironwork screen, which are typical for Mozarabic liturgy, were used
to separate the space, and were carved on the rock. The level of the
floor in different areas goes down east to west, possibly for liturgical
reasons. Under the central nave floor, on the eastern side, there is an
entrance to a crypt that was caved under the church.
Being traced somewhere between history and legend, this
incredible monolithic construction and its surroundings are waiting
to be studied in details. In a meanwhile, it gives an incredible picture
of Spanish history from the end of the first millennium due to its
astonishing features, location and scenery.
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Turón Castle

One of the most unknown medieval fortresses of Málaga, the Castle
of Turón, is three kilometres away from the town of Villa de Ardales. If
you go up the River Turrón, you follow the paths on its left side, and
go over the Roman Bridge La Molina, you will see it rising on the top
of a mountain.
It was built in the 13th century as a military building, almost six
hundred metres high, and turned into a very important historic point
during the war over the borders between Castile and Granada.
Its construction was ordered by Muhammed V as a stronghold in his
second Nazarite reign in 1936, and was used as a defense shield in
the attacks against the Castilian army based in Star Castle (Castillo
de Estrella) in the Town of Teba.
During an excursion to Granada that started at the Turón River, Sir
James Douglas, his six knights and twenty squires lost their lives
while transporting the heart of the King of Scotland, Robert Bruce.
Their aim was to start their own crusade against ‘infidels’ with their
refulgent armours and in traditional way. The adventures of this
historical figure are internationally famous and some of them have
recently been recognized.
The castle is historically important as an extraordinary fortification
that had two gates and one fortress (alzázar) with a tower, out of
which the whole valley could be controlled. There were more than six
large fortified towers, an additional wall or barbican that defended an
almost unassailable chalky buttress. It was a real fort.
The castle had been used in battles for the Emitrate of Granada until
1433 when it was conquered by Gómez de Ribera ‘el Adelantado’ in
the name of Castile. Due to this sudden change, many inhabitants
abandoned the place and it went into decline.
This is how this land became part of the fortification Peña de Ardales
(the Cliff of Ardales) and the Town of Ardales, and the castle started
protecting them at the end of the 15th century. At the boundary line
with Álora, Teba and Casarabonela, this castle lies over the surface
of more than 100 square kilometres and at an altitude of more than
400 metres.
Turón Castle is there to shelter the small town of Ardales, which is
famous for its almond cakes and lamb or kid goat dishes.
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Fuente de los Cien Caños
(the Fountain of Hundred
Spouts)

The source of the River Guadalhorce, river with the largest flow in
the Province of Málaga, is just few kilometres away from the town
of Villanueva de Trabuco, at the Mountain Pass of Los Alazores,
between the mountains of St George and Gibalto, in the area of Loja
and very close to Malaga City, capital of the Costa del Sol.
It is believed that this rich river has its source at the place called
Fuente de los Cien Caños (the Fountain of Hundred Spouts),
although it really has 101 spouts. This huge fountain attached to
the mountain limestone rock is a source of dozens of spurts. This
fascinating spring, close to the town, is a unique and enjoyable
place.
The Sierra de San Jorge (St George’s Mountains) is the western part
of the Sierra de Camarolos (the Mountain Range of Camarolos),
which is a part of the limestone mountains that stretch east to
west across the Province of Málaga. This area is surrounded by a
beautiful and varied landscape formed by olive trees, pines, holm
oaks, bushes and scrub.
Between the limestone mountainsides of the St Gorge’s Mountains
in Villanueva del Trabuco, there are many ditches, connected by
many spouts, which collect water that miraculously creates the
source of the Guadalhorce River.
At the bottom of the mountains, the Archidona River’s fertile plain
rises on a therein with cereals, olive trees and gardens with farm
houses that get water from the Sierra Gorda and the St George’s
Mountains. These waters and the stream Gibalto form the River
Guadalhorce, which, together with its tributaries, irrigates more than
half of this province’s surface. It goes across ten municipalities
before flowing into the Mediterranean in the west of Málaga City.
Along its way, the Fountain of Hundred Spouts gets surrounded by
spectacular landscapes such as the george - Desfiladero de los
Gaitanes or the mouth of the Guadalhorce.
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Source of the River Genal

The River Genal, a kind of natural monument, is short but important
river in the Serranía de Ronda, which wells up out of a spring in
a cave known as ‘El Nacimiento’ (the Source) in the east of the
province, in the Town of Igualeja.
The valley around the river is Genal Valley, the area that forms part of
the Serranía de Ronda. This valley is divided in Higher and Lower
Genal and includes fifteen municipalities. In Higher Genal, there are
Igualeja, Pujerra, Parauta, Cartajima, Júzcar, Faraján and Alpandeire,
and in Lower Genal: Atajate, Benadalid, Benalauría, Algatocín,
Benarrabá, Gaucín, Jubrique and Genalguacil. This valley became
an important tourist hotspot due to its unique nature and because
here the River Genal rises to bring delightful sensations and natural
diversity.
In this area, you can smell and feel the sea, between the mountains
in this mild weather. It is less than 100 metres away from the town
and it turned into a landmark and the symbol of the municipality.
This beauty point offers springs with pure cold water that goes
through the village and disappears in its valley. It flows into the
Guadiaro and gives the possibility of doing adventure sports along
its flow.
The water flow is especially rich in winter when it rains more. There
have been changes since the 60s, such as the building of the dams
between the source of the river and a bridge that leads to the road
in order to create still pools, and other alterations that were made to
improve this particular surrounding.
The weather in Genal Valley is mild and temperatures are round 14°C.
The access way to the rough landscape covered by chestnut trees,
pines, gall and cork oaks, as well as other species, is improving.
Watching and feeling the rising of the river is a unique experience.
Population of the city lived on chestnuts, esparto craftwork and
cured pork. Moreover, there is to underline the importance of the
river for the province and many municipalities of this diverse and
unique area.
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Water Wheel la Agusadera

This old water wheel from the 19th century was used for watering the
Beauty Spot la Agusadera with water from the section of the River
Genil in the Town of Cuevas Bajas.
The magnitude of the water wheel, which is two hundred years old,
is absolutely surprising. It became a symbol of this territory and an
inseparable part of Soto del Río Genil (Thicket of the River Genil), one
of the most significant areas of Andalusia which crosses Cuevas
Bajas (Low Caves).
A common slogan related to this area describes the place as
the site: ‘where Málaga leans over Genil’, referring to this peculiar
topography, which offers many activities, and its history.
At this location, visitors can continuously enjoy the nature and
active tourism through adventure sports in the countryside, which
are becoming more and more popular. Some of these sports are
canoeing down the Genil, an emotional and incredible experience
similar to the one you can have when canoeing down the River Sella,
or trekking along the routes that surround the Town of Cuevas Bajas.
In 2010, the aqueduct that channels the water and its access
were adapted during the project known as ‘Cajonera del Ingenio’
(Ingenuity Box).
The Wheel of La Agusadera is one of few wheels that are left and
can conduct the water to the fields. It still works, but at the same time
it became a real tourist hotspot due to its size.
Here we find, the villages La Moheda and El Cedrón, which were
founded during Jewish and Muslim period and they keep their
medieval spirit. There are as well other sites of La Agusadera that
seduce tourists, like the church San Juan (St John) from the 17th
century, country chapels, archeological sites, the square Plaza de
La Paz or the park Márquez Miranda.
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Roman baths Las
Bóvedas (the Vaults)

This site with the Romans baths ruins from the 3rd century AD is
one of the most important of its kind on Spanish territory. It was
discovered in 1926 and named after a vaulted building connected
to the thermal baths.
It is placed on the right side of the mouth of the Guadalmina River
at the Mediterranean basin, next to the small town of San Pedro de
Alcántara in the Municipality of Marbella.
The typology of the ruins found at this site, the closest to Cadiz in the
province, makes it particularly important. These ruins are probably
signs of existence of the elements from the Roman town Cilniana.
The baths were mostly made of whitewash mortar and brick, which
were then covered by marble at some parts. The way they are
conserved makes them unique and special. They kept a vaulted
roof, two floors, and their heating system.
The main building has a central room on an octagonal plan, and
other rooms with the same form. Its limestone comes from the quarry
of the Torcal Mountains in Antequera. In the middle of the central
room, which was the most altered throughout history because of its
varied usage, there is an octagonal pool.
The thermal baths were used until the 5th century AD. The size of this
whole archeological site is almost 7, 000 metres square.
The complex includes a kind of basins used for salting fish and
a watchtower called Las Bóvedas, built between 1571 and 1575.
These Roman thermal baths provide San Pedro de Alcántara with
a pleasant idea of that historical period. This well-preserved and
genuine place is 16 kilometres away from Marbella.
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Alquería Tower
(Farmstead Tower) and
Ortegicar Bridge

This 18.60 metres high Arab tower has a squared plan and forms

part of a walled building complex. It is a remarkable building
i the
placed on a hillock on the left side of the River Guadalteba and on
a private land.

This defensive structure from the 13th and 14th century is a good
example of old Muslim farmsteads, especially during the period of
war between Christians and Nazarites. The tower has the central
position. On the outside of the complex, there is an old farm of
Ortegícar, which is an exceptional sample of medieval military
architecture typical of Málaga.
There are attention-grabbing Roman ashlars on the base of the
building, which might come from the close Hispanic and Roman
Town of Sábora or from Cortijo del Tajo (the Farmhouse of the
Tagus). At the end of the 13th and 14th century, this complex had
an important role in the attacks of Castilian army and the troops from
Granada, as it had been conquered in turns by both sides.
Together with the Tower Vigía Nazarí de Hurique (Nazarite Hurique’s
Watchtower) from the 12th century in Alahurín El Grande, Alquería
Tower is the only example of this kind of architecture in the Province
of Málaga. This is a genuine historic relic, and an authentic jewel of
Cañete la Real.
The farmstead can be accessed over a beautiful Nazarite bridge,
which is six metres above the River Guadalteba. This bold
construction is made of dry-stone walls combined with mortar and
bricks, although we can also see concrete and cement which come
from some recent repairs.
A pebbled road goes across the bridge and gives special form to
this peculiar natural surrounding. Moreover, it takes us back to the
ancient panorama of this area and revives the spirit of resistance of
this border spot that was crucial in many strategic battles over the
territory.
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